
A very short presentation 





! Cost: $79.95 For Premium Membership 
! Sale: $59.95 
! With Ancestry: $39.95 
! Free 

































That’s  
All  

Folks 



I promise this will be short….I hope. And simple .   



! The Human Genome is identical 99.9% of the time for all Human Beings.  
! How we differ from one another is by mutations. 
! We have 4 nucleotides A,Adenine T, Thiamine C, Cystosine and G, Guanine, 

which are the protein building blocks of our DNA. (I am just showing off 
a bit.) 

! The Nucleotides form base pairs AT and CG, which is 99.9% of who we all 
are.  When they combine differently as AC or TG, that makes the mutation 
which makes us unique, and those mutations may be inherited, which is 
the reason that some of us have red hair, or Alzheimers, or whatever trait, 
good or bad that everyone does not have.     

! SNP (snĭp)n.(A Single Nucelotide Polymorphism) single site in any DNA 
sequence for which the identity of the nucleotide differs among individuals, often 
associated with a physiological variation, such as response to a drug,or a disease 
or a trait, such as red hair and is a genetic marker. Or, simply, a mutation.  
That .01% difference or SNP is what is measured by the DNA companies 



!  Segments of these base pairs are called genes.  
!  Genes are parts of a very long string of DNA called a 

Chromosomes.   
!  We have 23 pairs of Chromosomes which reside in the nucleus of 

our cells. The 23rd pair of chromosomes determines the sex of the 
child.   

!  Our cells form our bodies. The variations and the combination of 
those variations are what makes each of us unique, and is called 
our genome. 

!  The Raw data file is the output of the ATDNA (Autosomal DNA)  
!  You can download the raw data  file from all of the testing 

companies and transfer it to other testing companies.  
!  DO NOT PRINT OUT YOUR RAW DATA FILE, UNLESS YOU 

HAVE 20,000 PIECES OF PAPER and unlimited ink.  It will be a 
Zipped file or a CSV file.   



! rs4477212 1 82154 T T 

! rs3131972 1 752721 A A 

! rs12562034 1 768448 G G 

! rs11240777 1 798959 A G 

! rs6681049 1 800007 C C 

! rs4970383 1 838555 A C 

! rs4475691 1 846808 C C 

! rs7537756 1 854250 A A 

! rs13302982 1 861808 A G 

! rs1110052 1 873558 G T 







!  “Wikipedia defines it this way. "In genetics, a 
Centimorgan (abbreviated cM) ... is a unit for 
measuring genetic linkage.  

!   Some DNA testing companies report the amount of 
DNA you share with a match in centimorgans 

!  23 and Me uses percentages instead of  
centimorgans. 

!  My Heritage.com uses both, which is very nice.   









We all have about 6800 cM for our whole 
Genome.  

    So , if you are looking at Ancestry.com, and at 
my cousin Myrna, who matches me at 479 cM 

How do I convert?  EasyPeasy:  Divide 479/68. 
She matches me at 7% Or is my 1st cousin once 
removed. 

If you want to convert percentages to cM’s. Just 
back it up: 68 X 7=476.  (The difference was 
caused my my rounding off to 7%. My math 
skills leave a lot to be desired.)  



! my heritage.com 
" Cost of DNA testing: $75 plus shipping 
" Cost of program: $250.74 

! ancestry.com 
" Cost of DNA testing $59 
" Membership:US Only $189 
" World Explorer $299 

! familytreedna.com 
" YDNA $169 
" mtDNA $199 
" Autosomal (Family Finder) $79 (look for sales) 

! 23andme.com 
" Ancestry only $99, 
" Ancestry and health $199 

! LivingDNA.com 
" Cost: $99-now on sale3 in 1 test-Autosomal, YDNA for Males, mtDNA 

! gedmatch.com 

" FREE 

# Cost of DNA testing: $75 plus shippingCost of program: $250.74 



And that’s Really all 
Folks!  


